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Student is frequently photographed in moments of success, while enjoying 
reward, while doing something challenging, while expressing positive affect, 
while appreciating a relationship, and while accomplishing a goal. Positive 
narratives are created to support episodic memory and repeated periodically. 
Shared moments of relationship building are described as they are happening 
and positive affect is triggered in this process to create a favorable emotional 
memory. Photographs are reviewed in slide shows, sent home with daily news to 
review with parents, discussed with teachers, and added to journals and 
portfolios to create a permanent record. Frequently staff relate stories of 
success, of exemplary character or behavior, of proud moments, of overcoming 
obstacles, and they build this into the culture of the class. Staff are able to 
consider the student’s emotional and episodic memories regarding school and 
relationships and they avoid the triggers that might activate these memories, 
while providing additional supports when triggers cannot be avoided. Student is 
frequently brought back to the present, made more aware of what is happening 
in real time. Details of experiences are pointed out, verbalizations repeated, 
reminders of familiar routines are provided, all to help orient the student to the 
present and to promote a clearer memory of school experiences. Methods of 
priming positive mood or mood shifting are employed to provide mood context 
cues for triggering positive memories, including; viewing photos/videos of 
happiness and joy and acts of kindness and compassion, viewing photos of cute 
animals or animals engaged in funny situations, helping the student identify 
something to look forward to, and discussing things that interest the student, 
things the student enjoys or likes or that bring joy and happiness. Retell events 
with a focus on the positive aspects and clarify any lingering negative memories 
or false conclusions. Share anecdotes, tell stories, have the student write and 
draw about things we want them to remember about themselves. Display 
student success on the walls, in slide shows, in portfolios, and tell stories about 
these accomplishments. Create a new narrative for the student.

Students are primed prior to entering situations, based on 
recent memories of success. Situations are carefully 
described so students are more likely to notice the 
experience in a way that creates a positive memory. Mood is 
shifted in a positive direction prior to activating the memories 
of challenging situations. Specific small moments of success 
are highlighted and reinforced and recalled later with the 
student. Photo reviews are sometimes held at the end of the 
day or prior to a challenge or to reset mood. Extra effort is 
made to focus on details of events that may be missed (e.g., 
ensure that an unpopular student hears another student 
direct a personal comment their way). Staff frequently relate 
stories of success, of exemplary character or behavior, of 
proud moments, of overcoming obstacles, and build this into 
the culture of the class. The class is settled, organized, and 
predictable and effort is made to keep the students mindful 
and in the present, always aware of the details of the 
experience we want them to remember. Student is frequently 
brought back to the present, made more aware of what is 
happening in real time. Details are pointed out, 
verbalizations repeated, reminders of familiar routines are 
provided, all to help orient the student to the present and to 
promote a clearer memory of school experiences. Use 
activity priming. Actively remember with the student 
something positive that happened the last time the student 
did this same activity. Actively shift focus away from the 
triggering aspect of the activity and leave out these details in 
the summary review of the activity. Retell events with a focus 
on the positive aspects and clarify any lingering negative 
memories or false conclusions.


